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INTRODUCTION 
In General.
It Is the object of this thesis to select a small 
town at present without a power plant an d to draw up 
specifications for a complete plant and central heating 
station, that would he most suitable for the town. Only 
very general specifications for the power house building 
and the heating system were drawn up for each of the items 
in itself is a large enough problem for a complete thesis. 
However a plan and elevation of the proposed building were 
drawn as these were necessary in the arrangement of the ap­
paratus. For similar reasons complete specifications and 
drawings for the switch board were omitted.
Town.
The town sleeted was St. Joseph, Illinois, \7hich 
has a population of about 700 people. There is no city 
water supply. railways enter the city, the “Big Four"
steam road and the "Illinois Traction System" Electric Road.
The power consuming establishments are limited 
to three grain elevators, located very close together on 
the above steam road tracks, a weekly newspaper, and two 
blacksmith s shops. These at the present use either steam 
or gasoline power and aggregate between eighty and one hundred
horsepower, and the latter figure was taken in the design 
of the plant.
3.
Kind Of Power Plant.
As to the nature of the power plant to be installed 
the presence of the heating system limits the installation 
to that of steam power. The necessary water supply could 
be obtained either from wells or from the Salt ForK River, 
which is about 1600 feet fron the business portion of the 
town. It would not be wise to use the latter, for monthly 
analyses of the water for the year beginning August 1904 
and ending in the same month in 1905, show that the chlorine 
varies from 4 to 45 parts per 1000000 and also that a large 
amount of organic matter is present. The former would cause 
corrosion and the latter foaming, therefore this source of 
water supply was no longer considered. Since the water now 
had to be obtained from wells, it was found upon investigation 
that in this vicinity they average about 100 feet in depth.
Location Of Power House.
A good many items influenced the location of the 
power house. Obviously it would be economical to locate 
near the center of distribution of heat and electricity and 
also near the railroad, on account of the delivery of 
cdal and apparatus. Again, the location should, if possible, 
be on land that is comparatively cheap. The location finally 
decided upon was on th southwest part of the corner formed 
by the crossing of the "Big Pour" railroad and Third Street. 
This is very near the business portion of the town and fulfills 
the first two requirements. A siding will be laid from the
railroad and the price of the land required by the power 
house will not exceed >|>500. 00. Theref ore all of the above 
conditions are fulfilled by the above location.
Electric System.
After a study of existing plants in small towns 
it was decided to install a 100 volt, 3 wire system for the 
lighting and a 500 volt, 2 wire, direct current system for 
the power circuit. it was also found that the incandescent 
lamps in small towns varied from 0.72 to 1.59 per capita, 
so that an average value or 1 lamp per capita was allowed in 
this Plant. A study of the layout of the town showed that 
about 15 arc lights would be ample for the street lighting. 
Ihis is a generous allowance and permits of some variation, 
in the way of store arc lighting. From the above statements 
it, will be fotmd that there will be both a day and night 
load and that in winter they will doubtless overlap.
Prime Movers.
It was decided to use non-condensing turbines in­
stead of reciprocating engines, for several reasons. Turbines 
require less care, repairs, oil and foundations, and their 
cost is less than that of reciprocating engines. In addition 
the exhaust from the turbines contains pr actically no oil 
whereas the reciprocating engine exhaust does, and this 
factor is of great importance in the heating system.
Boilers.
It is generally known that for small hollers of 
low pressure it is better to use tubular rather than tubulous 
boilers, hence it was decided to use the former type in the 
proposed plant. Coal and ash handling apparatus as well 
as automatic stokers and an economiser are obviously out of 
the question in a plant of this size, and were not considered.
Feed Water Heater.
It is a common rule among engineers that for every 
11 degrees the feed water is heated,.there results a saving 
of 1 per cent in the fuel. Hence a feed water heater was 
installed. One of the closed type was chosen on account 
of its fitness to the heating system.
Arrangement of Thesis.
In the arrangement oi tne material the writer has 
placed immediately preceeding each of the following speci­
fications, the necessary calaculations or discussion govern­
ing the same. With the specifications for the power house 
building have been included a form of contract and a form 
of contractor's bond. These have been put in simply to 
show the nature of the agreement that would be signed by 
both the contractor and the purchaser. The letter inviting 
proposals is the one that would be published in the tech- 
nical Journals in order to get the attention of the contractors
PART 1.
ALLOWANCE FOR EXPANSION.
The population of st. Joseph in 1900 was - - 637
B 1906 " - _ 750
The increase » » " in 6 yrs. » 1 1 3
Therefore the increase per year is 113j(6 equals 
18.33 people. Then in twenty years the total increase would 
he 20 x 18.83 - 376.60, or approximately 400 people. At
the stated allowance of 1 lamp or its equivalent 56 watts, 
400 people would require 22.4 K. W. or 30 H. P. By the 
time this additional load is required, the present apparatus 
will be practically worn out and will have to be replaced 
Oj. new. Therefore in the designof the plant it was entirely 
unnecessary to allow for any expansion
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PART 2.
PROPOSALS.
St. Joseph, Illinois,
May 9th., 1908.
Sealed proposals will he received until 3 o'clock
P. M. Wednesday July 1st., 1908, for furnishing and erecting 
the following:—
1  - 200 n. P. tubular boiler
1 - 130 h . P. tubular boiler
1 - 75 K. W. 500 volt, direct current turbo­
generator.
1 - 45.0 K. W. 220 volt, 3 wire turbo generator
2 - 2 0  gallon feed water pumps working against
a 113 foot head.
1 - 200 H. P. closed feed water heater.
1 - District heating system for a district
containing approximately 42000 square feet 
of frame radiating surface and approximately 
50000 square feet of brick radiating 
surface.
1 - 5Q1 - 8" x 32'-0” brick power house building 
1 - Steel water tank 4' x 13* and 7/8» thickness. 
Also allsteam, exhaust and water piping, valves, 
wiring, switchboard, lights and other appurten­
ances completely erected.
Specifications may be obtained at the office of 
Consulting Engineer*.
All bids must be accompanied by a certified check
for 2 per cent of the amount of the bid.
A surety company bond in an amount equal to 25 
per cent of the gross amount of the contract, with a surety 
company doing business in the state of Illinois and accep­
table to the Board of Directors of the St. Joseph Light
and Power Company, will be required of the successful 
bidder.
The right to reject any or all bids is hereby
reserved.
Consulting Engineer.
9PART 3.
POWER REQUIREMENT.
Lighting.
K.W.For 700 inhabitants at 1 lamp per capita 
using 16 c. p. lamps at 3.4 w. per c. p. _ _ _ _ _  38.1
K.W.
15 arc lights at 450 w. per lamp-------------- 6 . 75
Total night load— ............ ..... ...... - - - --  4 4 . 3 5
Power.
1 elevator _ _ _ _ _  20 11. P.
%
2 elevator at 30 H.P.-60 "
Mlscelaneous »
Total day load- - - - - - 1 0 0  ~H.~p“
Total capacity of plant’
75
119.85
K.W.
Turbines.
By investigation of actual plants it was found 
that the engine is generally about 1<$ more powerful 
than the generator.
For lighting --- night load
45 lu W.' — 58.5 u. p_
58.5 -t- .10 X 58.5r 64.35 approximately
65 H. P.
For power —  day load 
100 +- . 1 0  x loo sr n o H. P.
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Specifications For Turbo Generators.
In General.
The turbo generatorsthat are purchased under these 
specifications will be erected in complete running order on 
foundations furnished by the purchaser in the power house 
of the st. Joseph Light and Power Company, located on a 
side track of the Peoria and Eastern division of the Big 
Four Railroad Company at st. Joseph, Ills.
Sizes.
Propositions will be considered on each of the 
following sizes and types turbo generators: —
On one 75 kilowatt, direct current, horizontal, 
non-condensing turbo generator designed to give an electrical 
output of 150 amperes at 500 volts; and onone 45 kilowatt,
3 wire, direct current horizontal, non-condensing turbo gen­
erator, designed to give an electrical output of 2 0 4 . 5  
amperes at 220 volts.
Turbines.
The turbines are to operate on dry and saturated
Steam at a pressure of loo# gage and are to exhaust at a 
pressure of 20# absolute.
Tne contractor shall state in his proposition 
viuh what economy in water consumption he will guarantee 
his turbines to perform when working at the above pressures 
at 75, 100 and 12s$ of their full capacity.
12
The contractor shall state in his propositions the
method of lubrication used in his turbines and whether or 
not it is forced and if so by what means.
governing mechanism which shall be capable of controlling 
the speed within reasonable limits, and shall shut off the 
steam automatically under excessive speeds.
for properly taking care of the turbines will be considered 
a part of the propostion. Each turbine will be provided with 
a gage of 12 inch dial of Ashcroft or Crosby manufacture, 
or equivalent.
Guarantee.
The turbines are to be tested under water rheostat 
load when it shall be guaranteed to exhibit the following 
performance:—
at 1 / 4  load not over 46# steam per H.P. hour
The turbines furnished must be provided with
Accessories.
A complete set of tools, wrenches, etc.
1 / 2  » « - 44# »
3 / 4 " »
1  * ** n 3 8 #  ” n itf
1 V 4 " ” " 40# » » „
Tne contractor in making his guarantee will base
it on the constant load basis, f. When the turbines are deliv­
ering their full rated power, but he will also state what
13.
economy can be obtained from his turbines when working on 
a variable load as before stated.
Generators.
The contractor shall state in his propostion 
the efficiency his generators will give, and it must be in 
the form of a guarantee. By efficiency is meant the result 
that is obtained by dividing the total energy in kilowatts 
delivered on the switch board of the stations, by the 
mechanical horse power delivered to the armature of the 
generator, due allowance being made for the loss in the mains 
leading from the generator brushes to the switch board.
The generators shall be capable of giving their 
full rated capacity in continuous operation without serious 
sparking at the brushes, and without raising the temper­
ature of the armature or field coils more than 75 degrees 
Fahrenheit above the surrounding atmosphere in the engine 
room, assumed to be 77 degrees Fahrenheit.
The machine shall maintain a pr actically constant 
voltage with the load varying from half to full load when 
running at a uniform speed.
Each generator shall be furnished with all 
accessories and switching apparatus necessary for satis­
factory operation, including: —
One main switch of suitable capacity for the machine.
One automatic circuit breaker.
One lightning arrester.
14.
On© Weston illuminated dial ammeter reading from
0 - 250
One field rheostat
One four point potential switch.
And with each complete proposition the following:—  
One Weston voltmeter reading from 0 - 650 
One Weston illuminated dial shunted station or 
bus ammeter reading to 400 amperes.
Two generator panels, two feeder panels and one 
main panel, these panels to be of marbelized slate of suit­
able size to build into a switch board. These panels are to 
be fully equipped with standard instruments and apparatus of 
suitable size and capacity to successfully handle the entire 
output of the generators heretofore mentioned.
Carbon brushes are preferred and when carbon 
brushes are used brush holders shall be so designed as to 
clamp the carbon brush securely and have a practically 
solid connection to binding post from which the flexible 
cables lead to switch board. The object being to prevent 
heating of the brushes and the eLectrical loss common to 
some machines faulty in this respect. Should the type of 
gennerator bid upon be such as to necessitate copper brushes 
the builder of such machine will state fully ho?/ such brushes 
are made and secured.
In General.
The contractor shall furnish a thoroughly competent
15.
expert to superintend the erection of the turbo generators: 
who shall remain in charge of them thirty days after they 
have started. He shall also superintend the erection, 
wiring and connecting of the switch board to the generators. 
He shall give all necessary information to such men as may 
be designated by the purchaser to enable them to properly 
operate the turbo generators during the said thirty day 
period.
Labor.
This contractor will furnish all necessary labor 
and material for erecting the turbo generators complete 
ready to operate and for connecting the generators to the 
switch board.
Inspection and Approval.
The above machinery will be subject to the approval 
of the purchaser or his duly authorized representative who 
shall have the authority to decide whether or not the mach­
inery conforms to these specifications.
Tests.
An accurate test shall be made when the turbo 
generators are in proper condition to work and it is intended 
that the guarantee made by the contractor will be fullfilled.
16
Time.
The above matei>ial to be delivered in complete
running order on or before the first day o f —--- and it is
understood that the contractor will forfeit |25.00 per day 
as liquidated damages for each day after said date that his 
wofk remains incomplete.
Specifications.
Each bidder will submit a detailed specification 
of the machine which he proposes to furnish. It is the in­
tention of the writer of these specifications to draw them 
broad enough to permit any manufacturer of first class 
machinery to bid upon the turbo generators, but if any one 
is prohibited from bidding by any clause in the specifications 
they may submit an alternate proposition pointing out the 
prohibitive clause, and their bid if of merit will be 
considered.
17.
PART 4.
Pumps.
In order to prevent a complete shut down in case 
of accident to a pump, it was decided to use two feed pumps 
and two well pumps. Each one of these types to he of the 
same capacity and make.
By tests on small non-condensing turbines it has 
been found that the steam consumption varies from 46 pounds 
to 38 pounds according to the load. Therefore in order to 
care for the maximum condition the 46 pound figure was con­
sidered in the calculations. Since 175 turbine horsepower 
are required in this plant, the water required in this plant 
by the turbine per hour will be 46# X 175 =  8050#. Assume 
that the well pump and feed pump will be each 5 H. P. it 
has been found that pumps require about 150# steam per H. P. 
hour, the total amount of water to be pumped is 8050 plus 
1500 =  9550# per hour equals 159.3# per minute, equals 
159.2/8.345 equals 19.08, estimated 20 gallons since there 
are 8.345 pounds of water in one gallon.
The wells at St. Joseph vary from 90 to 100 feet 
in depth, say 100 feet and adding 13 feet for the height of 
the tank in the porter house we have a total head of 113 feet. 
Assume also a pump efficiency of 0.60 then the required 
pump H. P. of the well pump will be
Wt. of water per min. x head in feet 0 Y n *
33000 x 6-----------------  - .x 6 - .88
18.
so the 5 H. P. assumption was a very liberal allowance.
H O #  pressure is equivalent to llo X 2.34=257 ft. 
head. Adding 12 feet for height of boiler we have 257 + 12 
equals say 270 ft. head on feed pump. As before when the 
H. P. required will be
-~U § qq x~ q 70—  =  2.17, so the 5 H. P. assumption
was sufficient.
19.
SPECIFICATIONS FOR WEI.I, PUMP.
In General.
The Pumps furnished under these specifications 
will be delivered F. 0. B. cars at the power house of the 
purchaser which is located on a side track of the Peoria 
and Eastern Division of the Big Four Railroad in St. Joseph, 
Illinois, onor before the first day o f _______
Size.
Propostions will be considered on the following 
size and types of well pump:—  on two single acting brass 
or composition working barrel "pump ends" or cylinder, steam 
Artesian or well pump, each having a capacity sufficient to 
deliver 20 gallons of water per minute at 100 pounds gage 
pre sure and exhausting at 5 pounds gage pressure. The piston 
speed shall not be greater than 50 feet per minute when run­
ning at the above capacity. The depth of the well is 100 
feet and the water will be discharged from the pump at 
a pressure of 30 pounds gage. The well has a five inch bore. 
It is understood that the bidder will furnish all well piping 
and accessories not including steam piping connections, that
are necessary for the complete construction and operation 
of the pump.
Contractor's Specifications.
The bidder will state in his proposition what
20.
kind of pump rod connections he intends to use between the 
pump bucket and upper plunger, and what device he has for 
sliding the steam end of the pump along its base beyond the 
well shaft so that the pump rods or well piping may be with­
drawn without interference. The bidder will also state in 
his proposition whether he means to use the ''Regular" or 
"Plush Joint" piping in the construction of the pumps.
With each proposition will be submitted complete specifications 
and drawings giving in detail the special construction and 
dimensions of the apparatus.
Inspection and approval.
The above machine will be subject to the in­
spection and approval of the purchaser or his duly author­
ized representative.
Payment.
Payment will be made as follows:—  one third upon 
the delivery of the machinery at the power house of the 
purchaser, one third upon the successful starting of the 
plant, and the balance within 30 days thereafter, provided 
that it has been accepted by the purchaser.
21.
SPECIFICATIONS FOR BOILER FEED PUMPS.
In General.
The pumps furnished under these specifications 
will he delivered F. 0. E. cars at the power house of the 
purchaser which is located on a side track of the Peoria 
and Eastern division of the Big Pour Railroad in St. Joseph, 
Illinois.
Sizes.
Propositions will he considered on the foilwing sizes 
and types of pumps:-- Oh two brass fitted, simplex, out­
side packed, double acting, plunger boiler feed pumps, each 
having a capacity sufficient to deliver 20 gallons of water 
per minute when running at a piston speed of not more than 
50 feet per minute. The pumps will be supplied with steam 
at 100 pounds pressure and will exhaust at 5 pounds gage.
The pumps will deliver the water at a pressure of 140 pounds 
gage.
The contractor is invited also to submit propositions 
on duplex pumps.
Specifications.
Each bidder will submit with his proposition 
complete specifications giving in detail the special construc­
tion of his machine. These will include the diameters and
2 2 .
strokes of the steam and water cylinders. Brass or com­
position piston rods oust be furnished for the steam and 
water ends of the pumps.
Inspection and Approval.
The above machinery will be subject to the 
inspection and approval of the purchaser or his duly author­
ized representative.
Guarantee
The contractor shall state in his proposition the 
qualify of material and workmanship ?/hich he proposes to 
furnish under thege above specifications.
Payment.
Payment vil-L be made as follows’—  one third upon 
the arrival of the machinery at the power house of the 
purchaser, one third upon the successful starting of the 
plant and the balance within 30 days thereafter provided 
it has been accepted by the purchaser.
23.
PART 5.
BOILERS.
For several reasons it was decided to use txvo 
boilers, it was found that there was a difference of about 
50 horse power in their capacity and it is well known that 
boilers operate most economically at full load. Again, in 
the case of break do?/n of one boiler the smaller could be 
forced to take the larger load.
High pressure necessitate heavy piping and on account 
of the resulting severe strains, leaks at the Joints are 
frequent. Turbines and pumps when properly designed operate 
very successfully on low pressures. Hence for these reasons 
low pressure boilers were used and the pressu re decided 
upon was 1 1 o pounds gage.
BOILERS.
(see 'Pumps" page 17 and "Turbines" page 10 )
Day Load.
1 --- 5 H' P. feed pump at 150 pounds steam per
H. P. 7 50
r.—  5
H. P. well pump n u lt
1-----n o  H. P. turbine pump at 46# steam
H. P.
7 50
___ . n r  506O
10^al amount water evaporated per hour__________-__6560
Night Load.„
1- 5 N. P. feed pump at 150# steam per hour-" 750
1 - 5  » well 750
2ft.
1 - 6 0  H. P. turbine pump at 46# steam per H. P.
«* «a» 9m «b» ««•> o  fry /\ i r
Total amount of water evaporated per hour ~ ~ ~—  --- 426"0 ^
The factor of evaporation equals Hj-fhj- h^)
965.7
where "H" is the total heat and "h« is the heat of the 
liquid. The feed water heater is assumed to heat the feed
water to 180 degrees Fahrenheit, lio# gage equals 125# 
absolute at which pressure H equals 1186.9 and hi equals 
315.2 at 180 degrees, hg equals 148.5, therefore hq- hR 
euqals 315.2 - 148.5 - 166.7 
therefore Hq -  ( hq -  h2 )
965.7
= 1.057
= 1186.9 - 166.7
965.7 = 1020.2 965.7
therefore for Day Load””
Boiler H. P. = _6560 x 1.057 == 201 Estimated 200 H. P.
34,5 Boiler
and for Night Load
Boiler H. P. = 4260 x 1.057
34.5 ” 130.4
Estimated 130 H. P. 
boiler.
In a boiler test on a longitudinal tubular boiler, 
plain grate using Muncie, Vermillion County black coal, 
the following results were obtained:—
Dry coal per square foot of grate surface per hr.- -13.62# 
Per cent rated horse power developed-------------107.9
25.
Equiv. evau. from at 212 F. per pound dry coal-
B. T. U. per pound dry coal ---___ ,____ ________
Force of draft between damper and boiler --------
Temperature of feed water  ___ ■ -• -____ _ _________
Temperature of escaping gases --------------------
• 6.07 
11500 
. 436* 
140"
SOI-
GRATE AREA.
( Based upon above test)
ihe below indicated calculations are shown for 
the day load only,
Day NightWater to be evaporated per hour-------- e-33-0 -.... “4260
evaporation
Equiv. from & at 212c per pound dry coal 6.07------- 6.07
Pounds dry coal to be burned per hour (6560 ) - — •— -7 02
(6707 )
= 1080
Pounds dry coal per square foot grate surface
per hour------ - 1 5 .0-- -  --- 1 5 . 0
Area of grate surface 1080 sq. ft.---—  72.1— ----- 4 8 . 1
15
Square feet of water heating surface( 6560)
( 1  )
= 218.5 — --- - 142
Ratio of heating surface to grate area”29 . 5 --------- 29.5
Square feet of heating surface per H. P. 218.5
200
- ”10.92--- - ”— 10.92
STACK.
R. H. Thurston gives the formula :— 0.0075 H R
26.
where H equals the height of the stack in feet and R equals 
the draft in inches of water. In a boiler test using Muncie, 
Vermillion County coal, a draft of .43 inches was used when 
development 63.5 per cent of the rated capacity, therefore 
a draft of 0.5 inches will be assumed in this calculation.
R
H " “ §075 ■ - nrovs = 66-6feet> or sa7 70 feet'
Using J. T. Henthorn's formula
120
H where A equals area of flue in sq.ins.
n G " " « grate ” » ft.
72.1 +- 48.1 - 120.2
where A equals height of chimney in ft.
70 ft.
therefore A == l/'O x l<o0.2 _ _1.2,.Q x 1«30«^—
70 8.35
= 1730 sq. ins. = 1730 _ 12.01 sa. ft.
—
Estimated inside diameter of 3ft. 11 in.
SPECIFICATIONS FOR BOILERS.
In General.
The boilers called for under these specifications 
will be erected in complete running order on foundation s 
furnished by the purchaser in the power house of the St. 
Joseph Light and Power Company, located on a side track of 
the Peoria and Eastern division of the Big Big Four Railroad, 
at st. Joseph, Illinois.
27.
Propositions will be considered, on the following 
sizes and types and boilers: —
Sizes.
On one boiler capable of developing two hundred 
horse power and on one boiler capable of developing one and 
thirty horse power. This horse power rating is based on 
converting thirty pounds oi water at 100 degrees Fahrenheit 
into steam at seventy pounds pressure per square inch.
Type.
These boilers shall be of the horizontal fire tube
type.
Materials.
The shells and rivets shall be of first quality 
open hearth of flange steel having a tensile strength of 
about 60000 pounds per square inch. All tubes entering into 
uhe construction shall be of first class quality and the 
c ontractor shall state what make of tubes he will use.
The above material must be able to withstand tests herein­
after mentioned.
The successful bidder will be required to replace 
all tubes that burn out within 90 days after the starting 
of the boilers, provided it is shown that the boilers were 
not forced beyond their rated capacity within the said 
ninety days.
Equipment.
Each boiler shall he furnished complete with all 
accessories including the following:—
One steam dome
" smoke box and damper 
" smoke head door and stack saddle 
" fire front
" Ashcroft or other standard pop valve 
" 12 inch steam gage and syphon, of Crosby,
Ashcroft, or equivalentnake.
Grate Bars
Bearing bars
Back stand
Back arch frames
Soot pit door and frame
One water column complete with three gage cocks 
and glass water gage. The ?;ater column 
shall have a quick opening valve in each pipe leading to it 
so as to shut the steam or water off quickly in case of 
an accident.
One check valve 
One stop valve 
One internal feed pipe 
One blow off cock
With each set of boilers shall be furnished:—  
One complete set of firing irons 
One flue blower or cleaner
29.
Flue for connecting boilers to stack
Damper and damper regulator
Stack.
This contractor shall furnish and erect upon foundation 
supplied by another contractor, a steel stack 70 feet high 
and 3 feet 11 inches internal diameter, properly stayed 
wioh wire cable. The stack is to be carefully calked at 
all Joints and the vertical lap Joints are to be scarfed 
at the girth seams. The thickness of the steel in no place 
is to be less than l/4 inches. The stack is to lined with 
fire brick for on© half its height. The contractor shall 
state in his proposition the total weight of the stack and 
the variation of thickness of the steel. He shall furnish 
a complete set of foundation bolts, nuts, and washers, these 
bolts to be delivered within thirty days after the awarding 
of the contract. He shall furnish the consulting engineer 
of the purchaser complete set of blue prints of the stack, 
within two weeks after the awarding of the contract, giving 
all necessary information regarding the stack, to enable him 
to properly lay out foundations for same
Heating.Surface
Ala. boilers shall be provided with at least 12 
square feet of heating surface per horse power.
Settings.
Each boiler will have its own setting, The walls 
shall be provided with an air space. The outside walls shall 
be of good quality red brick and the linings shall be of 
good quality fire brick set in fire clay and shall extend 
the entire length of the boiler.
The.bridge wall will also be lined with fire brick 
set in fire clay.
Steam Pressure.
The boilers shall be designed to carry a working 
pressure of llo pounds and shall be tested to 200 pounds 
pressure.
Specificat ions.
Each proposition will be accompanied by complete 
detailed specifications.giving the sizes of the principal 
parts of the boilers, the grate surface and the heating 
surface of each boiler.
Specifications will also state the quality of 
workmanship and materials that will be furnished and a de­
tailed statement of the attachemnts that will go with each 
boiler.
Inspection.
The above boilers will be subject to the inspection 
and approval of the purchaser or his duly authorized repre­
sentative, and shall be accompanied by certificate of inspection
31.
from the Hartford Boiler Insurance company.
Time.
All of the material called for in these specifi­
cations shall be erected in complete running order on or
before the first day of-----------r It is understood that
a forfeiture of |25.00 per day as liquidated damages will 
be deducted from the contract price for each and every day 
after the above date that the purchaser is unable to 
operate his plant through the boilers not being able to run, 
it being understood that the contractor will not be delayed 
by the purchaser.
Payment.
Payment will be made as follows:—  one third cash 
upon the delivery of the boilers at the power house of the 
purchaser, one third upon the successful starting of the 
Plant and the balance within sixty days thereafter, provided 
the boilers have been accepted by the nurchaser.
32.
PART 7.
Tank.
A tank of 4 foot diameter and 13 feet height 
practically fills up the space available for it. To 
find how many hours supply of water this tank will hold,
we have V - r2l - 22 x 13 - 163.20 cu.
163.2 X 62.5 = 10200# capacity of tank 
180 x 30 = amount of water evaporated per hour 
125 x 30 = B » « « » „
ft.
during day 
" night.
therexore 10200 _ 1.70 hours supply of tank during
200 x 30
day, and 10200 = 2.62 hours supply of tank during130 x 30
night. When the loads overlap -
10200_____ s 1.03 hours supply.30(200 130)
A tank 5 feet in diameter and 2 feet high is also needed 
for the heating system condensation.
SPECI PI CATIONS FOR WATER TANK,-
In General.
The tanks furnished under these specifications 
will be delivered P. 0. B. cars at the power house of the 
St. Joseph Light and Power Company, located on a side track 
of the Peoria and Eastern division of the "Big Pour" rail­
road , at St. Joseph, Illinois, on or before the first day
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Size.
Propositions wil be considered on a tanks of the 
folov/ing size: —
On a cylindrical steel water tank having an 
internal diameter of 4 feet and height of 13 feet, and the 
material not to be less than 3/s of an inch in thickness,
3 inches from the bottom are to be two nozzles 6 inches in 
length and suitable for connection with 3" piping on oppo- 
oite sides of the tank, and on one steel water tank 5 feet 
in diameter a d 2 feet high with 1 - 3  opening 2 inches fi*om 
the bottom. These tanks shall be carefully caulked and 
absolutely water tight.
Specifications.
The contractor shall state in his proposition the 
size, kind and spacing of the rivets and completely specify 
in all respects all other details of the tanks which he 
proposes to furnish under these specifications.
Inspection and Approval.
The above apparatus will be subject to the inspection 
and approval of the purchaser or his duly authorized repre­
sentative.
Guarantee.
The contractor shall state in his proposition the
quality of material and workmanship which he proposes to
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furnish under these specifications.
Payment.
Payment will he made as follows:—  One third 
upon the arrival of the tanks at the power house of the pur­
chaser, one third upong the successful starting of the 
plant and the balance within 30 days thereafter, providing 
that it has been accepted by the purchaser.
PART 8.
PIPING.
Diameter of steam Header.
It. of steam flowing per minute----  ^- 160#
50& " " ■ — ..... 80#
Total * * ........240# - W .
Length of header (see plan) feet ----~~ 28 - L.
Assumed drop in p r e s s u r e -- ----- 5^  (pi _ p ^
¥/t. of steam per cu. ft. at entrance pressure
.28# - u.
Let d - dia. of header in inches
Then d = .199 \5/~s5T~V u(p2 - p2)
= .199 r/ 2408 x 28V *23 x 5
n>
= 3.24
Since it is possible that it might become necessary 
to use additional pumps, generators, etc., it was decided to 
use a 7 inch header.
SPECIFICATIONS FOR PIPING.
In General.
The piping that will be furnished under these 
specifications will be <rected in complete operating order 
on or before the first day of ” , in the power house
of the st. Joseph Light and Power Company, located on the 
Peoria and Eastern division of the "Big Four” railroad, at
35.
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St. Joseph, Illinois.
Types.
Propositions will he considered on the following 
types of piping:—  on steam piping connecting 1 - 200 H. P. 
boiler and 1 - 130 H. P. boiler with 1 - 75 K. w. and 1 - 
45 K. W. turbo generator, 2 - 2 0  gallon per minute feed pumps 
on exhaust steam piping connecting the above apparatus to 
the feed water heater; and on the water piping connecting 
the well pumps, tank, feed water heater, and feed pumps 
with the above two boilers, apparatus to be in the same 
position that it now occupies in the accompanyingpLans.
Pressures.
The boilers have a working pressure of 110 pounds 
and the exhaust pressure is 20 pounds. All piping must be 
able to withstand a pressure of 33 l/3 per cent greater than 
its working pressure. The drop in pressure between the 
boilers and any machinery to which they are connected, must 
not exceed 10 pounds.
Specifications.
The contractor will state in his proposition the 
kind of piping that the proposes to furnish and also specify 
by name or make the follo\?ing, steam valves, water valves, 
reducing valve, back pressure valves, check valves, steam sep­
arators, kind of pipe covering and all other details complete
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in every respect, including the method of supporting piping.
Inspection and Approval.
The above apparatus will be subject to the 
inspection and approval of the purchaser or his duly author­
ized representative.
Guarantee.
The contractor shall state in his proposition 
the quality of material and workmanship which he proposes 
to furnish under the above specifications.
Payment.
Payment will be made as follows:—  One third upon 
the arrival of the apparatus at the power house of the 
purchaser, one third upon the successful starting of the 
plant and the balance within 30 days thereafter, provided 
that it has been accepted by the purchaser.
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PART 9.
SPECIFICATIONS FOR POWER HOUSE.
In General.
The work to he done consists in building and 
finishing complete a brick power house at St. Joseph, Ill­
inois, for the St. Joseph Light and Power Company. The 
general plan of the work is shown in the following drawings 
No. 1 Plan of building.
No. 2 Elevation of building.
General Description.
The above power house is to be built of brick and 
is to have a slate roof. The building is to be 51 feet 8 
inches long by 32 feet wide and the height of the walls above 
the level of the ground is 20 feet. There will be three 
rooms, a boiler room, an engine room and a sub- basement 
under the engine room and having the same area as the ehgine 
room. The parts of the walls and floor of the sub -basement 
that are below the level of the ground are to be water-tight 
so that any surface water will not enter. The partition 
between the engine and boiler rooms is 8 inches thick and 
must run completely up to the roof, leaving no space between 
it and the roof. The floors of all rooms are to be of con­
crete and the engine room floor must be capable of carrying 
a load of at least 500 pounds per square foot. The contractor
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will state in his proposition the position and size of any 
foundations 1hat he proposes to furnish in order to support 
the machinery or apparatus in the engine room, this apparatus 
to he in the same position that it now occupies in the 
accompanying plans. A 3 foot iron stairway shall lead from 
the sub-basement to the floor of the boiler room, and thence 
to the engine room floor. A 2* - 6- iron railing shall run 
along the side of the stairway.
The contractor shall state in his proposition the 
shape of roof that he proposes to furnish. It shall be sup­
per oed cy not less than three ( 3) steel trusses. The con­
tractor shall completely detail these trusses in his proposed 
proposition, coal bins as per drawings shall also be erected 
by the contractor. The bottom and side shall be of two inch 
Planning. The contractor shall state in his proposition the 
method of bracing which he proposes to use in the construction 
of these bins.
MORTAR.
All sand for mortar shall be clean, sharp,coarse, 
Mississippi river channel sand.
All cement used in this building must fulfill the 
specifications adopted by the American Society of Testing 
Materials. It shall be subjectto such tests as may be ne­
cessary to fully determine its character, and any cement, 
which in the opinion of the purchaser, is unfit for the work 
herein specified, will be rejected.
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All short weight or damaged barrels of cement or cement with­
out the maker's brand, will be rejected without test. Samples 
for testing shall be furnished at such times and in such 
manner as may be required. On all barrels accepted, inspection 
marks will be placed, and the contractor shall carefully 
preserve these marks and not allow them to be imitated.
All cement on the v/orks shall bn kept under cover, 
thoroughly protected from moisture, raised from the ground - by 
blocking or otherwise, and dry until used. The contractor 
shall keep in storage a quantity of accepted cement sufficient 
to insure the Uninterrupted progress of the work.
Cement may be reinspected at any time, and if found 
to be damaged or of improper quality, will be rejected.
All rejedted cement shall at once be removed from the line 
of work.
Mortar.
All mortar used in the masonry shall be cement 
mortar, and shall be made of three parts sand and one part 
cement, each of the quality above specified. All mortar 
shall be made fresh for the work in hand, and any mortar 
which has begun to set shall not be used.
Colored Mortar.
All brick work in the outer face of walls shall 
be laid in mortar, colored with a red mortar stain that is 
even in color and durable, and approved by the purchaser.
Brick Work.
All the faces of the rails, jambs, etc__ shall be 
executed with even colored dark red and hard brick. All 
other port Ions of the brick work executed with strictly red 
and hard brick. Light red brick shall not be used In any 
portion of tne building, nor will salmon or defective brick 
be allowed in any part of the walls or on the premises.
Face walls.
Brick in faces of the walls shall be laid in red 
mortar, with even and full bed and end Joints, struck with 
a concave tool, as the work progresses.
Height of courses.
The standard height for laying all brick shall 
he 2 course to 5 inches, unless otherwise ordered by the 
purchaser.
Thickness of Walls.
The exterior walls shall be 12 inches thick and 
the partition to be 8 inches thick.
Bond.
The brick in every fifth course shall be headers, 
and face work shall be laid to bond with. Flemish bond 
headers, as directed by the purchaser, during the progress 
of the work.
________ _The different courses shall be slushed, and all
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joints thoroughly filled, with cement mortar.
All courses shall he laid to line, front and rear, 
plumb, true, straight and level.
Brick Arches.
All arches shall be turned with arch brick, ground 
to proper radiating lines, and the face of same shall be 
laid, alternately, 8 l/2 inches and 4 1/2 inches, backed up 
with row blocks laid with shove joint. All joints to be re­
turned and neatly pointed. All arches shall be full depth 
of wall.
How Laid.
Brick must be thoroughly wet before laying, if
required.
All frames, anchors, wood, bricks, etc. that are 
necessary shall be built in.
Cleaning Down.
All exterior brick wall shall be cleaned of all 
dirt and mortar stains at completion.
Copper Work.
Down Spouts.
There shall be two square down spouts of 16 ounce 
copper, one at each of the corners nearest the rail road. 
Bach clown pipe shall be of sufficient capacity to care for
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all ordinary rain fall and each shall have square copper 
head of 20 ounce copper, and moulded copper bands of double 
thickness of 16 ounce copper placed not more than 4 feet 
apart, and secured with 3 inch copper holdfasts, with rosette 
heads.
Gutters Etc.
Gutters shall be formed with roofing tin and shall 
be graded so as to carry the water from all parts of the 
roof to the above two corners and open into the copper down 
spouts. The tin shall be painted, before being laid, with 
two coats of the best quality of the best iron oxide, ground 
in pure linseed oil, on the under side, and must be perfectly 
dry before laying.
Slate.
The roof shall be covered with best quality gray 
slate. No slate shall be used that is not perfectly sound 
and free from defect. Each slate shall be securely nailed 
to place.
Lumber.
All the lumber used in the construction of the 
building shall be graded as follows:--
Purlins - 4 inch by 10 inch yellow pine, long leaf, 
surfaced on 3 sides and stub moulded.
L Lower roof Sheathing 1 1 / 2  inches by 4 inches, tongued
grooved and beaded on under side, «B” select, surfaced one 
side .
Upper roof Sheathing - 7/8 ” inch by 8 to 10 inch 
or 12 inches No. 1 ship lap, surfaced one side.
Window frames - »b >' select.
Sash -—  - - “A " select.
Doors - - «. »gn select.
All lumber must be stricly on grade, kiln dried, free from 
large ioose knots, sap, shakes, rot, stain or any other 
defects foreign to their respective grades.
Carpenter Work.
The roof shall be covered with two courses of sheath­
ing. The lower sheathing shall be pine, tongued, grooved, 
and beaded, and shall be 1 1 / 2  inches thick by 4 inches wide; 
under side dressed and smoothed at the bench to a perfect 
smooth surface, and fastened to place and left free from 
hammer marks or other defects. Uper sheathing shall be 
7^8 inch by 8, 10, or 12 inches wide, No. 1 ship lap, laid 
diagonally, and nailed to the lower sheathing. Care must 
be taken that the nails do not go through the lower sheathing; 
the nailing to be in the purlins.
All purlins shall be 4 inch by 10 inch long, yellow 
leaf pine, surfaced three sides, stub moulded, dry, sound 
and straight grained.
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HARDWARE.
The double doors shall each be hung with four 6 inch 
by 6 inch butts, and fitted with rebated Yale loch, plain 
bronze, for 2 3 / 4  inch door, with keys to pass, and extension 
flush bolts, plain.
PAINTING AND GLAZING.
The contractor shall furnish all material and 
perforin all labor necessary for the proper painting of 
the building.
Priming.
All wodd work to be painted shall be primed with 
French ochre and boiled linseed oil, and all iron work shall 
be primed viith oxide of Iron and boiled linseed oil. All holes 
and ceracks to be puttied and stopped on the priming coat 
and again before applying the last finishing coat.
Outside Wood Work
All outside wood work usually painted, shall have 
four (4) coats of pure white lead, ground in linseed all, 
and mixed with pure boiled linseed oil.
Tin and Galvanised Iron.
All tin and galvanized iron shall have, after 
completion, three (3) coats of Dixon's Silica Graphite paint
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thinned with pure boiled linseed oil; coat shallte allowed 
to dry thoroughly before the next is appled-
A H  iron work and steel work before leaving the 
shop shall be thoroughly cleaned from all loose scale 
and rust, and after inspection be given one good priming 
coating of pure raw linseed oil and iron oxide, well worked 
into all joints and open spaces.
In riveted work the surfaces coming into contact 
shall be painted before being riveted together. Bottoms 
ol bed plates, bearing plates and any parts which are not 
accessible for painting after erection, shall have two 
coats of paint.
After the structure is erected, the iron work,both 
wrought and cast, shall be thoroughly and evenly painted 
with three additional coats of paint, of quality specified 
for the wood work, mixed with strictly pure linseed oil.
All paint must be mixed at the building, under 
the direction of the purchaser, except the priming of the 
iron work.
Glazing.
All <f the glass throughout the building shall 
be American, double thick, perfectly free from any blemish, 
flaw, or defect. All shall be set in oil putty, carefully 
tacked with tin glazing tacks, and back puttied.
All glass to be cleaned after glazing, and again 
after painting sash.
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ROOF TRUSSES.
Cast Iron
The castings shall he made from a superior quality 
of iron,tough and of even grain, and must conform in shapel
and dimensions to specifications of the contractor. Castings 
must he clean and perfect, without flaw or sand holes or 
defect of any hind.
Soft Steel.
With the exception of the hearing plates, the roof 
trusses shall he of soft steel throughout.
The steel must he uniform in character. The finished 
parts must he free from crachs on the faces or corners, and 
have a clean smooth finish. No worh shall he put upon any 
steel at or near the blue temperature, or between that of 
boiling water and the ignition of hardwood sawdust.
The soft steel shall have an ultimate strength of 
54000 to 62000 pounds per sq. inch, and an elastic limit 
of not less than 30000 pounds per square inch, and a minimum 
elongation of 25 per cent in 8 inches. All holts shall have 
a washer under the heads or nuts, when in contact with wood 
All rods with screw ends shall he upset at the ends so that 
the diameter at the bottom of the threads shall he one 
sixtieth of an inch larger than any part of the body of the
bar.
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Purlins.
To support and hold the purlins in place, short 
pieces of angle iron 3 l/2 inches by 6 inches by 3/4 inch 
shall be riveted to principals with two 3/4 inch rivets and 
the prulins shall be fastened to them by two 3/4 inch bolts. 
The contractor shall furnish all bolts, each with one cast 
iron washer.
Bed Plates and Anchors.
All bed plates under fixed and sliding end must 
be fox-bolted to the masonry with 1 l/4 inch bolts. The 
contractor must furnish all bolts, drill all holes and set 
bolts to place with cement.
General Clauses.
Finish Complete.
All of the materials and work required for the 
full completion of the building herein Specified, to the 
entire satisfaction of the purchaser, shall be furnished 
and done by the contractor, and should anything not mentioned 
within this specificationbe necessary to fully complete the 
work, the same shall be furnished and done without extra 
charge.
Frost.
No masonry work of any description shall be laid
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in freezing weather except with the special permission of 
the purchaser.
All unfinished work shall he properly protected from 
injury by frost. Any masonry work found damaged by frost 
shall be taken down and rebuilt by the contractor.
Cleaning Up.
When the work is completed, the building, sub­
structure and surrounding grounds shall be cleared of all 
rubbish caused by the construction, and left in a neat and 
presentable condition for immediate use.
Erection.
The contractor shall furnish, at his own expense 
and cost, all necessary centering and scaffolding, and re­
move same at completion of the work.
The contractor shall keep on the work, accessible 
at all times, the planes furnished by the purchaser, and 
a copy of these specifications.
At all times when work is in progress, there shall 
be a foreman or head workman on the grounds.
Payment.
Payment will be made as follows'.—  One quarter 
upon the completion of the foundations; one quarter upon 
the ejection of the roof trusses, and the balance within 
60 days after the completion of the building.
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Time of Completion.
The power house furnished under these specifications 
shall be erected complete and ready for occupancy on or be­
fore the first d a y -----------  and it is understood that
a forfeiture of #25.00 per day as liquidated damages shall 
be deducted from the contract price for each and every day 
after said date that the work remains unfinished, it being 
understood that the contractor is not to be delayed in the 
work by the purchaser.
/
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CONTRACT.
CONTRACT FOR __A POWER HOUSE_______________ _^
THIS AGREEMENT, made this________________________________
_________________  b e t w e e n ________________________________
______________ party of the first part, and the Directors
of the St. Joseph Light and Power Company, party of the 
second part.
V/ITNESSETH, that the said partyof the first part, for 
and in consideration of the payment to be made by the said 
party of the second part as herein set forth, hereby covenants 
and agrees to furnish all tools, labor, material and appliances 
for the building, construction and completion of a Power 
House for the St. Joseph Light and Power Company, as shown 
by the specifications and drawings, which specifications 
and drawings are made a part of thos contract, the same 
as though they were written out in full herein.
The beginning and completion, as specified in the 
specifications, is an essential element of this contract.
The Directors reserve the right to change or modify any plan 
and the price paid for the work shall be the same as the 
original price, except that if, in the opinion of the Engineer, 
a material change has been made, the Engineer may increase 
or decrease the price to what he deems best.
The party of the first part agrees to furnish a 
bond satisfactory to said Directors, for the sum o f _____
, as a guarantee that the said contractor
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wilj. faithfully execute the work in accordance with the terms 
of this agreement.
The said party of the first part agrees that he will 
indemnify and save from loss the party of the second part 
from all claims against said partyof the second, part for 
materials furnished or vrork done under this contract, and 
it is further agreed that the said party of the first part, shall 
if so desired, furnish the Directors with satisfactory evi­
dence that all persons who have done work or furnished mat- 
erial under this agreement have been duly paid for such work 
or material, and in case such evidence is demanded and not 
furnished as aforesaid, such amount as may be in the opinion 
of the said Directors be necessary to meet the claims of the 
persons aforesaid may be retained from the money due said 
party of the first part under this agreement until satisfactory 
evidence be furnished that all liabilities have been fully 
discharged.
Whenever the word Purchaser is used in the specifi­
cations it shall be held to mean the St. Joseph Light and 
Power Company, and v/henever the word Contractor is used it 
shall mean the party of the first part.
In case the contractor shall abandon the work and 
fail or refuse to commence it again within five days after 
notification from the Directors so to do, or if he shall 
fail to comply with the orders of the Engineer, the lirectors 
may, within five days after serving notice in the contractor 
carry on the work at the expense of the contrator.
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In consideration of the completion of the work in­
cluded in this contract, and in conformity with the speci­
fications and stipulations herein contained, the party of 
the sedond part agrees to pay the party of the first part the
sum of
The said parties for themselves, their heirs, ex­
ecutors, administrators and assigns do hereby agree to the 
full performance of the covenants herein contained.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties of these presents 
have hereunto set their hands and seals this day and year 
first above written.
___________________ (seal)
(seal) party of the first part, doing
business.
£seal)
Directors of the St. Joseph Light and Power Company, party
of the second part.
Chairman of the Committee on Buildings of 
the Directors of the St. Joseph Light and Power
Co.
(Seal)
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CONTRACTOR'S BOND.
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, that we
--- --------  of the County of Champaign and the State of Ill­
inois are held and firmly hound under the Directors of the 
St. Joseph Light and Power-Company in the penal sum of______
-----— ---------------- --- the payment of which sum of
money well and truly to be made, we bind ourselves, our 
neirs, executors and administrators, jointly and severally, 
firmly by the presents.
Sealed with our seals and dated this
THE CONDITION OP THE ABOVE OBLIGATION IS SUCH THAT, 
whereas the above bounden
----------------  have entered into a contract with the Directors
of the St. Joseph Light and Power Company, bearing the date
... ............ . ....... ... fot* the building, construction,
and completion of a Power House for the St. Joseph Light
and Power Company, if the said____________________
—------------------------ --------------- shall in all respects
well and truly Keep and perform the stipulationsof said
contract on their part, in accordance with the terms thereof 
and the plans and specifications therein referred to, and 
in the time and manner therein prescribed, and shall further 
indemnify the said Directors against all liabilities, judg­
ments, costs, damages and expenses to said Directors which
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niay result from said, work not toeing carried, out according to 
said contract, and shall pay said Directors any expense which 
may toe necessary to complete said work according to the pro­
visions of said contract, then this obligation to toe null 
and void, otherwise to remain in full force and effect.
Approved____________________
Chairman of committee 
on Buildings.
_______________(seal)
_______________________ (seal )
(seal)
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PART 10.
SPEGIPICATIONS FOR HEATING SYSTEM.
In General.
The heating system that will be furnished under 
these specifications will be constructed in complete oper­
ating order in the town of St. Joseph, Illinois, located 
on the Peoria and Eastern division of the 'Big Four" railroad. 
The district to be hearted is as follows:—  Lincoln Street 
beginning at Third Street and extending 640 feet more or 
less, west to Second Street and Main Street, beginning at 
Warren Street and extending south a distance of 900 feet more 
or less to Sherman Street.
The power house of the St. Joseph Light and Power 
Company will furnish the exhaust steam for the heating 
system. The above power house is located on the south vrest 
part of the corner joined by the crossing of the Big Four 
Railroad and Third Street, at a distance of 150 feet more 
or less from Lincoln Street.
Type and Capacity.
The heat mg system shall be of the exhaust steam 
typs and shall be capable of maintaining a temperature of 
70 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the day when the outside 
temperature is zero degrees Fahrenheit, in all rooms 
heated by this system, in the houses, dwellings, stores, banks,
r
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.hotels, offices and other places of business which are at 
present erected on the above mentioned territory, due allow­
ance being made for expansion or additional building in the 
next twenty years in the same territory. The system shall 
be provided with return mains, which shall conduct the con­
densation of the system to a point in the power house three 
feet below the level of the ground, at the power house site.
The exhaust steam, that will be available for the 
heating system will be as follows:—  Day time - the exhaust 
steam derived from one 110 H. P. steam turbine using 38 pounds 
of steam per horsepower hour at full load, and two 5 H. P. 
steam pumps using 150 pounds per horsepower hour; Night 
time - the exhaust steam derived from one 65 H. P. steam 
turbine at the above economy, and the above two pumps. The 
above steam will first be used in a closed feed water heater 
to bring the temperature of 8355 pounds of feed water from 
55 degrees Fahrenheit to a temperature of 180 degrees 
Fahrenheit. The exhaust steam will be at a pressure of 
20 pounds absolute.
The buildings erected at present on the above 
said territory are of two hinds, frame and brick. The total 
approximate radiating surface for the frame buildings is 
42000 square feet and for the brick buildings approximately 
50000 square feet. The above mentioned streets are unpaved 
and not drained. The soil is a black loam and no rock is
present.
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The system shall he so arranged that the conden­
sation will flow with the steam in the supply pipes and 
bade in the return pipes to the above specified point in 
the said power house without the use of pumps or other power 
consuming appratus. The supply pipes shall be covered with 
a good non-conducting material which shall be capable of being 
soaked in water for a period of at least 48 hours without 
appreciable deterioration. The system shall be protected from 
surface water.
Labor.
The contractor shall furnish all necessary labor 
and materials for the construction and completion of the heat­
ing system. The contractor shall furnish a competent man to 
superintend the construction of the system and he shall re­
main in charge of same until the heating system has been 
com, letely constructed and in satisfactory operating condition.
Specifications.
The contractor shall furnish detailed specifications 
of the heating system which he proposes to furnish under 
these specifications. The contractor's specifications shall 
include the per cent grade at which the contractor proposes 
to lay his pipes and shall state the method of allowing for 
pipe expansion and also shall give all sizes of pipe used.
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Inspection.
All material purchased under these specifications 
vail he subject to the inspection and approval of the pur­
chaser or hi s duly authorized representative.
Payment.
The above heating apparatus will be paid for as 
follows:—  One fourth cash upon the arrival of the mater­
ial at the power house side track at St. Joseph; one 
fourth cash upon the successful starting of the plant and 
the balance within 60 days from said date, provided the 
requirements have been fulfilled and they have been accepted 
by the purchaser.
Time of Completion
All apparatus furnished under these specifications 
shall be erected and in complete operating order on or before 
the date set forth in the contractor's proposal, and it is 
understood that the forfeiture of $25.00 per day as liquid­
ated damages shall be deducted from the contract price for 
each and every day after said date that the system is unable 
to operate successfully, it being understood that the con­
tractor is not to be delayed in erecting or starting the 
apparatus by the purchaser.
It is the intent of these specifications that they 
shall permit any manufacturer of first class heating apparatus
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to bid upon the system but if any one is prohibited from 
bidding by any clause in the specifications he may submit 
an alternate proposition pointing out the prohibitive clause
and ii his apparatus is of first class construction his bid 
will be considered.
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PART 6.
Specifications for Peed Water Heater.
In General
The feed water heater furnished under these spec­
ifications will "be delivered F. 0. B. cars at the power house 
of the purchaser, located on a side track of the Peoria 
and Eastern division of the Big Pour railroad in St. Joseph, 
Illinois.
Size.
Propositions will he considered on the following sizes 
ant types of feed water heater:—  One one closed feed water 
heater having a capacity sufficient to raise 9550 pounds 
of water per hour from a temperature of 50 degrees Fahrenheit 
to a temperature of 180 degrees Fahrenheit when supplied with 
exhaust steam at 5 pounds gage pressure.
Heating surface.
The heater must have at least 275 square feet of 
heating surface.
Specifications.
The bidder will state in his proposition the 
material he intends to use for his tubes and how accessible 
they are for cleaning. Each proposition shall contain detail 
sepcifications and drawings complete in all respects giving 
all points of special construction and dimensions of the ap­
paratus .
6 2 .
Inspection and Approval
The above apparatus will be subject to the inspection
and approval of the purchaser or his duly authorized repre­
sent at ive
Guarantee.
The contractor shall state in his proposition the 
quality of the material and workmanship which he proposes to 
furnish under these specifications.
Payment
Payment will be made as follows:—  one third upon 
the arrival of the apparatus at the power house of the pur­
chaser, one third upon the successful starting of the plant 
and the balance within 30 days thereafter, provided that it 
has been accepted by the purchaser.
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